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Our readers who are parents should stop worrying. All that junk culture that your child is absorbing is a form of collateral learning. 
Yes, those complicated video games that you can't figure out help your child develop cognitive skills. "Grand Theft Auto" teaches 
your child to manage information and solve problems.  

That's the message of the new book Everything Bad Is Good For You by science writer Steven Johnson, who half- jokingly 
interjects that reading is antisocial and submissive. Johnson wondered why IQ scores have been going up recently, even though 
American children are ranking low in explicit learning like math. Meanwhile, educators in Japan, where children do learn math as 
well as a fact or two, worry about fostering original thought and creativity.  

There is no lack of creativity in American higher education. Indeed, there may be a surfeit of it, as a recent conference at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology demonstrated. That'd be the convention for time travelers conceived by a group of what 
The New York Times described as "computer science students possessing way too many brain cells." Those same students 
transplanted a snow blower engine into a couch, built a hamster wheel for humans, and concocted a "pizza button" for their 
dormitory that, when pushed, automatically orders a pizza to be delivered. (The New York Times, May 6, 2005, p. A24.)  

Might've made the National Enquirer or the Weekly World News if any time travelers bothered to show. We suspect the time 
travelers were busy trying to figure out why the American empire was engaged in self-immolation in the form of over-dependence 
on energy supplied by hostile dictatorships, brain-addling popular culture, and the section 965 dividends received deduction. The 
same Congress that bemoans the burdens the income tax places on businesses has enacted a giveaway provision that is so 
inconsistent with the existing law that questions raised by it are unanswerable.  

That was amply demonstrated at the May 18 session of the International Tax Institute in New York, where two government 
officials showed up to discuss the new section 965 merger notice, Notice 2005-38, 2005-22 IRB 1, Doc 2005-10171 [PDF], 2005 
TNT 90-11 , 2005 WTD 90-7 . John Merrick, special counsel to the IRS associate chief counsel (international), and Gretchen 
Sierra, an attorney-adviser in Treasury's office of international tax counsel, were asked a number of questions by Diana Wollman 
of Sullivan & Cromwell, who drafted the New York State Bar Association report on the subject, and answered some of them. (For 
prior coverage, see Doc 2005-6163 [PDF], 2005 TNT 59- 2 , or 2005 WTD 70-5  and Doc 2005-10860 [PDF], 2005 TNT 95-4 

, or 2005 WTD 95-1 .)  

Questions ranged from the picayune to the fundamental. What if the taxpayer's effective rate is less than the statutory 35 percent 
rate? When the amount of earnings permanently reinvested offshore is extrapolated from a deferred tax liability shown on the 
taxpayer's financials, shouldn't the calculation take the lower rate into account?  

The short answer is no, under section 965(b)(1)(C) and section 4.03 of Notice 2005-38, which states explicitly that there is no 
such adjustment. The accompanying example demonstrates that the failure to use a lower rate understates the amount of 
earnings permanently reinvested offshore. There is nothing the government can do about it, Sierra told the assembled 
practitioners, because Congress wanted a statute that would be self-implementing. Congress is well aware of the problem. (For 
discussion, see Doc 2005-8395 [PDF], 2005 TNT 77-36 , or 2005 WTD 78-16 .)  

 
The Limits 

 
The cap on repatriation for the section 965 dividends received deduction is the greatest of the following amounts: $500 million, the 
taxpayer's earnings permanently reinvested outside the United States as shown in the taxpayer's financial statements (the "APB 
23 amount"), or an amount of earnings permanently reinvested outside the United States derived from a deferred tax liability 
shown on the taxpayer's financial statements, according to Treasury regulations. 

For a U.S. shareholder planning to pay a repatriation dividend, it is undesirable to have a large base period amount - - the hurdle 
that must be cleared to make the dividend eligible for the lower rate -- but it is desirable to have a large APB 23 amount because 
that is the amount available for distribution as dividends. Section 6.01(a) of Notice 2005-38 confirms that both base period 
amounts and APB 23 amounts are items that belong to a U.S. shareholder, rather than to the controlled foreign corporation that 
would be paying the dividend. Thus the sale of a CFC by a U.S. shareholder has no effect on the seller's APB 23 amount or base 
period amount.  



Section 5.02 of Notice 2005-38 states that any U.S. shareholder that is a member of a consolidated group can receive an eligible 
dividend from any qualifying CFC during any period that the former is a member of any group. The notice goes on to state that the 
U.S. shareholder can have successive short tax years, during which it is a member of different groups, and each group that owns 
it would be eligible to receive a section 965 dividend.  

If a U.S. shareholder has a high APB 23 amount, can it shop itself to acquirers on that basis, joining more than one acquirer's tax 
return during the period section 965 is in effect? In some cases, a U.S. shareholder can move around, Merrick acknowledged, 
because the base period amount and the APB 23 amount travel together. A migrating U.S. shareholder can bestow favors on 
different groups that it joins, even if the total period elapsed by the various short years it builds up exceeds 12 months. (Section 
5.02 of the notice.)  

But if a U.S. shareholder leaves a group during a section 965 election year and becomes a stand-alone corporation, its next short 
year can be a section 965 election year only if both short years added together do not exceed 12 months. This is called the 12-
month rule. (Section 5.02 of the notice.) Wollman wondered whether a dummy corporation could not be interposed above the U.S. 
shareholder to prevent the 12-month period from running in such a case. "We thought about it, and we hope you're not driven to 
do stuff like that," said Merrick.  

Duplication, however, would be possible. A U.S. parent of U.S. shareholder corporations, each with an APB 23 amount, could 
take a section 965 dividend from them before spinning them off. Suppose the dividend exhausted their APB 23 amounts. The 
spun- off U.S. shareholder corporations could nonetheless each be eligible for a restart -- that is, a new $500 million dividend 
limitation or a portion thereof -- unless they joined another group for a short section 965 election year. Wollman could not believe 
that this very generous result should obtain. (Example 1 of section 5.02 of the notice.)  

Sierra acknowledged that the apparent duplication of dividend limits is a correct result. There is no separate- return-limitation-
year-type rule for U.S. shareholders entering and leaving a group, and the government did not want to impose one. "There are 
real consequences to doing this," she said. "We don't think you have time to plan" during the short period for which section 965 is 
effective, she noted. The only real limit on this duplication is temporal.  

A consolidated group is an affiliated group of corporations filing consolidated returns, whose members are 80 percent controlled 
by vote and value. A consolidated group is treated as a single U.S. shareholder, so it has a single base period amount and a 
single APB 23 amount that must be apportioned among its members if any U.S. shareholder member leaves.  

Drop the 80 percent ownership threshold to 50 percent and you have a "section 52(a) group" under section 965(c)(5)(B), an 
important concept. Many CFCs are part of what is called a "U.S. sandwich." Their ultimate parent is foreign, but their direct parent 
is a U.S. shareholder. A foreign parent can have more than one U.S. shareholder group, which in turns owns CFCs, underneath it. 
The whole foreign-parented U.S. sandwich would be a section 52(a) group.  

A section 52(a) group has a single $500 million distribution limitation to be divided among members under regulations according 
to accumulated earnings and profits that have not been previously taxed. (Section 4.05 of the notice.) But, Wollman wanted to 
know, can the group agree to let one member use the whole limit? Nope. Even if some members have no interest in using the 
limit, it still must be allocated, according to Sierra.  

A consolidated group can be a member of a section 52(a) group, but it is not a section 52(a) group by itself. If a consolidated 
group is a member of a section 52(a) group, it is allocated part of the group's $500 million limit; if it is not, it has its own $500 
million limit. So if a U.S. shareholder merely deconsolidates from a consolidated group, but is still 50 percent controlled, a single 
$500 million limit must be shared because the resulting group is a section 52(a) group.  

The notice asks whether a U.S. shareholder -- a corporation or a consolidated group -- was a member of a section 52(a) group on 
the last day of the member's section 965 election year that ends the latest. The only date that counts is the last day of the latest 
election year to end, which is called the apportionment date. The question is who is a member on that day. If a U.S. shareholder 
whose election year ends earlier leaves the group, it gets no allocation of the section 52(a) group's $500 million limit. That is 
because it would not have been a member on the day of reckoning, the apportionment date.  

Example 1 of section 6.02 of the notice posits a breakup of a section 52(a) group before the apportionment date -- the member's 
election year that ends the latest. In the example, the departing member gets cut off from any apportionment of the former group's 
$500 million limit because the remaining member had a later election year-end. The departing member gets to use part of its new 
group's limit. Thus if a U.S. shareholder is in a section 52(a) group on the apportionment date, it gets an allocation of the group's 
$500 million limit. If it isn't, it doesn't get any allocation of the former group's limit.  

But if a U.S. shareholder cleverly leaves a group before the end of its own election year and becomes a stand-alone corporation, it 
gets its own new $500 million limit. That is, two $500 million limits would be created. Sierra confirmed that reading. (Section 6.02 
of the notice.)  

When a group has been broken up, which former member gets the new $500 million limit that is created? That is, which one was 



considered to have left the group? Sierra mused that the U.S. shareholder whose shares were transferred should be considered 
the member that left the group, and so it would get the new limit. If the remaining member has not elected a year for section 965, it 
would nonetheless get an allocation of the $500 million limit.  

 
Related-Party Debt 

 
Section 965 is a giveaway. Congress isn't terribly picky about where a CFC paying a repatriation dividend gets the money. As a 
practical matter, few groups keep hundreds of millions of dollars in cash lying around, so borrowing is okay. But a CFC paying a 
repatriation dividend cannot borrow from its own parent. Section 965(b)(3) states that the amount of dividends eligible for the 
lower rate will be reduced by any increase in the debt that the payer CFC owes to a related person between the date of enactment 
and the end of the election year. Since all CFCs are treated as one, debt running between them is ignored. 

Lawyers wanted to know whether such a CFC that is part of a U.S. sandwich could borrow from its ultimate foreign parent, figuring 
that the law's purpose was to prevent borrowing from an American parent, since the point was to bring money into America. That 
logic did not impress the government. Notice 2005- 38 has no exception for U.S. sandwiches. Congress intended such borrowing 
to be related-party debt, Sierra noted, and there would be opportunities for manipulation.  

Which brings us to Plantation Patterns v. Commissioner, 462 F.2d 712 (5th Cir. 1972), cert. denied, 409 U.S. 1076 (1972). Yes, 
readers, for all of you who thought that all that debt/equity law you learned in professional school was useless, you now have a 
reason to attempt to retrieve that information from your overtaxed brain cells.  

Plantation Patterns dictates whether a parent guarantee would cause CFC borrowing from an outside lender to be considered 
related-party debt. A short statement of the application of that case is that no related-party debt would be created if the parent's 
guarantee merely lowered the CFC borrower's interest rate. According to the case, the CFC must be considered the obligor on the 
debt, the notice emphasizes. Questions have been raised, however, when a CFC would be borrowing more than it could sustain 
by itself, and whether an outside loan to a CFC could be immediately replaced by a loan to its parent once the section 965 
election year ends. There are no ready answers to those questions. (See Doc 2004-21577 [PDF] or 2004 WTD 222-18 .)  

Beyond the case law, you're on your own, said Merrick, who helpfully stated that the notice does not attempt to reinterpret 
Plantation Patterns. He added that the government wanted taxpayers to borrow in a normal commercial manner, rather than 
having the government write a special rule contravening existing case law. A parent guarantee to an outside lender is a normal 
business practice, he emphasized.  

The question that prompted the discussion of Plantation Patterns was regarding the merits of the investment bankers' offers of 
letters of assurance stating that the CFC borrower really could borrow on its own when the parent has guaranteed an outside 
loan. Merrick responded that in his view those letters were unnecessary, since taxpayers should be able to rely on their own facts 
and circumstances to determine the creditworthiness of a CFC. Practitioners grumbled that bankers' letters would still be offered 
and purchased -- how else is one going to prove creditworthiness without the assistance of bankers?  

It doesn't help that the technical corrections to section 965 have not been reintroduced in the current Congress. The technical 
corrections bill would give the tax administrator authority to prevent capital contributions from being used to avoid the related-
party-debt rule. Taxpayers are worried about capital contributions. Merrick commented that parents should be able to fund the 
normal business needs of foreign subsidiaries in the usual way. They just can't be funding repatriation dividends. Sierra added 
that circular flows of cash might be suspect under the related-party debt rules. (H.R. 5395, Tax Technical Corrections Act of 2004, 
Doc 2004-22342 [PDF], 2004 TNT 225-13 , 2004 WTD 232-12 .)  

Taxpayers had asked that trade payables and receivables and short-term paper owed by a U.S. affiliate to a CFC not be 
considered related-party debt such that the latter's ability to pay a repatriation dividend would be limited. Section 7.02(b) of Notice 
2005-38 explains that trade payables owed to a CFC are not considered related-party debt if they are paid within 183 days 
(presumably of being incurred). Merrick said that the notice meant that related-party trade payables and receivables had to be 
truly paid off, but that the form of payment was not important. "There is no cash requirement," he said.  

Since these things are related-party debt, taxpayers wanted to know whether payment had to be in cash, or whether netting would 
be good enough when calculating the existing amount of related-party debt. (See, for example, Doc 2005-398 [PDF], 2005 TNT 9-
18  or Doc 2004-23715 [PDF], 2004 TNT 242-41 .) Large groups of corporations typically have a central treasury function that 
nets amounts that members owe to each other. Securities dealers had complained that it is common to have intercompany 
securities loans and repurchase agreements that represent no net borrowing. The dealers wanted an exception to the related-
party debt rules for those arrangements.  

But Notice 2005-38 seems to say that netting would not be good enough, in the following statement from section 7.02(a):  

 
The amount of indebtedness of a CFC to any related person pursuant to section 965(b)(3) is not reduced or otherwise 
offset by indebtedness of any related person to the CFC. Thus, for example, if on the initial measurement date or the last 



measurement date, there is $100x of indebtedness of a CFC to its U.S. shareholder, and $10x of indebtedness from such 
U.S. shareholder to the CFC, the amount of indebtedness under section 965(b)(3)(A) as of such date is $100x (and not 
$90x). 

 
Merrick tried to reassure the assembled practitioners that some netting would be acceptable, despite that statement in the notice, 
only for purposes of the 183-day rule for trade payables and receivables. For those items only, the government is looking for a real 
enforceable legal right to offset, not a naked right to offset. An offset on the group's books, which does not seem to be much more 
substantive than a mere right to offset, is not good enough. Merrick said that if "legal offset" exists, so that the rights of creditors 
have changed, there should be a reduction in the amount of related-party debt in the form of those short-term items. There is no 
netting whatsoever for longer-term types of debt. 

No discussion of any international tax rule would be complete without a monkey wrench thrown into it by the check- the-box rules. 
(That'd be a spanner for our British readers, whose government was publicly scolded for proposing to stop some of this nonsense 
recently. See 2005 WTD 98-8 .) If the CFC's creditor is a foreign tax nothing owned by a related U.S. shareholder, it is treated 
as an entity for purposes of determining the amount of related-party debt.  

But if the CFC debtor is a corporation that checks the box, thereby liquidating for tax purposes, that deemed liquidation is 
considered a payment of any related-party debt to the U.S. shareholder/parent just as though it were a section 332 liquidation, 
according to Sierra. (Example 2(iv) of section 7.08 of the notice.) This is a taxpayer-favorable rule, Wollman noted, because it 
means that more intercompany debt in the same amount can be put on even though there has not been a return of cash to the 
parent/creditor, as there would have been in a formal section 332 liquidation.  

 
Dripping 

 
Notice 2005-38 has nothing to do with dividend reinvestment plans (DRIPs). Except that it does. Despite the protestations of 
Merrick and Sierra that the examples in Notice 2005-38 are not intended to change the rules of Notice 2005-10, 2005-6 IRB 474, 
on what constitutes a good DRIP, the drafters managed to insert some DRIP advice where no one would be looking for it. 

Generally, the DRIP guidance is generous, and the rules for groups are no exception. When two groups merge, any member of 
either group can implement either group's old or new plan. So if a new member joins the group, it can join the DRIP 
implementation. If a member that left a group contributed to the fulfillment of the DRIP, the group can rely on that member's 
subsequent domestic investment to determine whether it had satisfied the requirements. (Section 8.02 of the notice.) But the 
same funds cannot be counted twice to satisfy different DRIPs of merged groups. (Section 8.04.) Merger activity notwithstanding, 
DRIPs need to be broadly drafted, because they cannot be amended. (Section 4.04 of Notice 2005-10.)  

The burning question for taxpayers has been whether a DRIP can be used to compensate existing employees who are not top 
executives. (Perish the thought that any of the repatriated stash would be used to hire new employees.) Section 5.02 of Notice 
2005-10 said a DRIP could be used to hire new employees, train existing employees, or train new workers; it literally did not say a 
DRIP could be used to just pay the existing employees who were not being retrained or sent abroad to train their outsourcing 
replacements. Example 2 of section 8.06 of Notice 2005-38 says that it is okay to use a DRIP to compensate existing employees. 
Sierra acknowledged that there had been a lot of questions and that taxpayers needed assurance.  
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